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Coping with COVID-19
The Impact of Stress, Anxiety and Uncertainty on Our Clients
Timothy C. Carroll, LPC, Northern District Co-chair
On March 5, one our hospitals in northwest
Georgia admitted and isolated the first
suspected case of COVID-19. This was the
third suspected case in Georgia at that time.
Two weeks later, there were 287 confirmed
cases statewide. Sadly, ten of those patients
died.1
Over the third week of March, it felt like the
scales had tipped. There was a dramatic
shift in the way we were to go about our
daily lives. Schools were closed and
campuses sat empty; social and sporting
events, including worship or religious
gatherings, were cancelled; busy, bustling
Broad Street became quiet, eerie, with an
abandoned feel to it; normally full parking
lots stood vacant; grocery store shelves
were empty, and Floyd County parks and public gathering places were
closed. Clearly, it’s no longer business as usual.
As counselors, I we need to be asking ourselves, “How is this stress,
anxiety and uncertainty impacting our clients?” And, “How can we help
to encourage and support our clients during this unprecedented time?”

Stay engaged. It will be important for us to find ways to stay
engaged with clients and to continue regular counseling sessions as
much as possible, even from a distance.
The US Dept. of Health and Human Services has announced that HIPAA
requirements for telehealth security will not be enforced against
regulated professionals during the COVID-19 response. For those of us
who might not yet be fully HIPAA compliant, this ruling opens up a
variety of options for virtual or distance counseling. Please familiarize
yourself with the new emergency guidelines.2
We must still be professional, prudent and ethical in our use of
technology. Be familiar with all state, federal and professional ethical
guidelines pertaining to the practice of telemental health.3
For some, this is a new and unfamiliar mode
of service delivery. Continued counseling
sessions, even from a distance, will likely be
an important part of healthy structure, routine
and support for clients in the coming days.
Staying engaged, even from a distance, will
also help you to monitor the impact of these
events on your clients. For situations in which
distance counseling may not be appropriate,
we need to collaborate with clients to identify

other potential options for support.

Practice mental hygiene. Clients have
been hearing a lot about the importance of
physical hygiene to slow the spread of the
virus (hand washing, hand sanitizers,
disinfecting surfaces, etc.). We need to also
introduce them to the concept of mental
hygiene and empower them to discover
healthy self-care practices and routines.

Limit exposure. Encourage clients to
take breaks from watching, reading or
listening to news stories, reports, and the
endless commentary. This also means
taking breaks from constantly scanning
social media. Help clients understand they
can control their exposure to the river of
information, projection and speculation. Empower them to set healthy
limits in this regard.
Brain breaks. Equip clients to take better care of their brain health

using breath, movement, stretching, meditation, good nutrition, adequate
sleep, exercise, and simply getting outside into the sun and fresh air. This
is a great time for clients to identify key people, places and activities that
are nurturing and enjoyable and to explore new options for life-giving
experiences. Progressive muscle relaxation, mindfulness, guided imagery,
and DBT-based distress tolerance skills also play an important role.

Be connected. All of us have been directed to practice social distancing

to help contain the spread of the virus. Even though we need social
distancing to maintain our physical health, we also need social connection
to stay mentally and emotionally strong! Fortunately, it’s possible to do
both! Helping clients explore options for feeling less alone and isolated,
and discovering new ways to stay connected with others is foundational.

Promote kindness, compassion and gratitude. Mindfulness

research describes how the brain changes when we experience thoughts
of, or give expression to, acts of kindness,
compassion and gratitude. Helping clients
explore and identify practical ways to tap
into the power of kindness, compassion
and gratitude will improve their capacity for
coping during this time of increased strain.

As Counselors, we
promote the quality of life
and must play a critical
role at this stressful time.

https://dph.georgia.gov/covid-19-daily-status-report
https://www.hhs.gov/hipaa/for-professionals/specialtopics/emergency-preparedness/notificationenforcement-discretion-telehealth/index.html
3
http://rules.sos.ga.gov/GAC/135-11-.01
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PRESIDENT
Carolyn Ramp, LPC, NCC, ACS, CPCS
Carolyn.ramp@gmail.com

Throughout the year of my presidency, I have
been asking each of you to think about our
vision for the future. Starting with the
convention in May in Savannah, I have been
presenting the challenges ahead of us to you:
• The need for us to educate the public,
legislators, and other health professionals
locally, statewide, and nationally on the benefits LPCs offer to our
communities. This includes working toward a national identity.
• The need for us to create connections with legislators to help move
forward our efforts to get parity with other mental health providers in
delivering Medicaid and Medicare mental health services.
• The need for us to be creating connections between those entering
our profession and those who are more established in our field by
offering support, mentoring and encouragement in active
participation in our professional organization.
• The need for creating better avenues for protecting our profession
by following our ethical and legal guidelines. To learn to be
gatekeepers.
• The need for us to get involved in bringing about more awareness of
mental illness and its impact on communities. This means getting
out of our comfort zones and getting involved in community activities
and representing our profession.
If you are already a member of LPCA and appreciate the benefits that
belonging to our organization can offer, please work with other LPCs to
bring about more understanding that there is power in numbers. Invite
LPCs you know to events we are offering and encourage them to get
involved. Your membership includes:
• Free CE workshops in districts around the state
• Updates from the State Composite Board on upcoming changes to
Board Rules and the Law
• Website resource library
• Free consults on licensure or board complaints
• Information on upcoming CE workshops
• Legislative updates
• Private practice resources
• Ethical guidelines to resolve issues
• Networking and education opportunities
• And so much more!

No other agency in Georgia works as hard
to improve the profession of LPCs!
LPC Connection is published four times a year.
Send submissions to:
LPC Connection, 3091 Governors Lake Dr., NW, Ste. 570, Norcross, GA 30071
Phone: (770) 449-4547
Fax: (404) 370-0006
Email: LPCA@LPCAGA.org
Website: http://www.LPCAGA.org
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On February 28th, we held an LPCA Board Meeting in Augusta and
invited local LPCs to join us. We had great turnout and even offered a
free workshop that afternoon with CEs. We’re working on building
more student organizations and invited students to join us and learn
more about working toward full licensure. It was an enjoyable and
interesting event for all who attended.
APRIL 2020
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IMMEDIATE PAST
PRESIDENT
Lisa King, EdS, LPC, CPCS, CCTP
LisaKingLPC@gmail.com

I hope this newsletter finds you all well and
safe. What a tumultuous time we are
experiencing! On March 13, 2020 every one
of us in the United States found ourselves in
a new reality in order to deal with COVID-19. People were suddenly
finding themselves unemployed or underemployed, small businesses
were scrambling to figure out how to sustain or redefine themselves in
this new reality. In one day, healthcare and grocery store workers
found themselves on the frontlines of the public health crisis and have
worked tirelessly to ensure that our needs were being met. That
weekend, I experienced a slew of panic cancellations for the following
week. At first, I was surprised by the reactions of my clients and I
began to panic a little myself. “Won’t people need counseling now
more than ever?”, I thought. It took me a day or two to realize that
people were reacting, panicking and retreating toward safety and they
needed reassurance. I also realized that I needed to communicate and
reach out to each of the clients on my caseload. I crafted a message to
let my clients know that I was thinking of them, what measures our
office was taking to better ensure health and safety by maintaining a
cleaner than usual and safe office space,as well as to offer the option
of TeleMental Health through my EHR software, Simple Practice.
Overall the message was received positively and some clients who
had previously cancelled, asked if they could keep their spot and/or
switch to a video session. The key part of this story was
communication, offering reassurances and having options. While
I have seen a gradual increase in clients choosing TeleMental Health
in my practice over the past year, I primarily see clients face to face.
Many of my clients did not know I had the option to do video sessions,
so communicating it to them allowed them the opportunity to maintain
their mental healthcare, which is often and easily put on the back
burner to begin with.
I admit, I am not the biggest fan of doing online therapy. I enjoy the
energy and the connection I get when a client is in the room. I took
the TeleMental Health training when the requirement was first
implemented and my EHR software has made video sessions available
and easy to use but I never thought I would really use video sessions
too often. However, during this time of uncertainty, fear and a genuine
public health crisis, having options for mental healthcare are vital. I am
proud of our profession in how quickly and efficiently many of us rose
up to the call and were able to adapt and offer assistance to our clients
and communities. While the mass quarantines and social distancing
measures are necessary to keep us physically healthy, they don’t
necessarily ensure our ongoing mental health. There are many
ramifications that are going to be recognized after all is said and done
and the dust settles with the COVID-19 pandemic that haven’t come
to the forefront as I write this. As mental health professionals I know
I don’t need name all of them to you. We “know” what they likely are.
Home is not always a safe place to be for everyone. For some, work
or school are their “safe places”. Abuse, neglect, anxiety, OCD,
depression, substance abuse and relapse, self-harm, anger, isolation
and loneliness are just a few examples of quarantine consequences.
Add sudden unemployment, economic melt downs, uncertainty and fear.
APRIL 2020

Not to mention the fact that community and social engagement are an
integral part of our DNA. Not all of the news is bad though. Many acts
of kindness have been demonstrated through all of this as well. In
addition, service providers, health insurance companies, small local
businesses and larger companies who provide vital services to the
public have stepped up to offer assistance, lift arbitrary policies or
make accommodations during this impossibly scary and sudden
change to our daily lives. One interesting example of this for our
profession is a grassroots effort called Coronavirus Therapy
(www.coronaonlinetherapy.com). The effort is a collective of licensed
therapists from across the country who would like to be of service to
those working on the front lines of the pandemic. Examples are those
who are working in healthcare, first responders, grocery store
employees, and those serving the public in essential ways during the
pandemic. The therapists who choose to join the collective agree to
see clients in these fields for online therapy for $50 per session for at
least 4 sessions. This one way you can give back at a safe distance
with a reasonable about of sacrifice. I ask you to consider other ways
you as a mental health provider can be of service to others and make
what we do known and available in your community.

PRESIDENT-ELECT
Tim Robinson, LPC, CPCS, CAS-F
I am excited to announce the Annual
Convention and Regional Conference which
as of now, is still scheduled for May 5th
through May 9th. Unfortunately we cannot
predict how the COVID-19 crisis will affect this
scheduling. In the case of cancellation and rescheduling, we will keep you informed via
LPCA website and emails, on the new Convention dates as well as
webinars you may attend to obtain CEs for your license renewal.
As you must be aware, this is a licensing year and attendees at the
Convention will be offered a wealth of workshops that can help them to
maintain specialty certifications. Topics offered include: supervision,
ethics and substance abuse. LPCA will also have a new specialty
track: Forensic Evaluation, as well as an intensive day-long event of
pharmacology. We will again offer a Certified Professional Counselors
Supervisor track. You can become a Certified Counselors Supervisor!
Attendees will have the opportunity of gaining up to 24, core, CE
hours. I look forward to seeing you there.
A colleague asked about the benefits of joining the LPCA. This raised
the question of why do people join professional organizations? One
factor is encouragement from peers; teachers and supervisors stress
the importance of doing so. A reason that they see this as important is
to promote professionalism and a sense of identity. Members gain the
benefit of learning that associations offer and most of them include
specialty certifications. The opportunity to network is a plus that many
members cite. A practical reason is that membership dues strengthen
the organization that lobbies on your behalf. This has been prominent
here in Georgia where LPCs were not allowed to involuntarily commit
an individual (1013) or to diagnose until the efforts of the LPCA made
this possible. The LPCA is currently working on your behalf to gain
parity with other professionals in order to bill Medicaid and Medicare.
We cannot do it without your support!
LPC CONNECTION 3
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EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Gale Macke

In Loving Memory of James Pace
LPCA Director of Administration and Member Services

LPCA@LPCAGA.org

James Pace was the Director of Administration
and Member Services for LPCA of GA. As many
of you know he passed away on Sunday,
March 29, 2020, of natural causes at age 57.
It is a great loss to the LPCA family.
The position of Director of Administration and
Member Services for LPCA of GA, was created just for James Pace
due to his extensive knowledge and experience. He designed and
oversaw extensive training programs, and managed workflow between
various departments.
Mr. Pace also succeeded in providing exceptional service to members
though events, member service programs and volunteers. He
managed the office operations while I was at the Capitol or out
promoting LPCs. He served as project manager for assigned
committee initiatives and programs. His projects included conventions,
summits, negotiating arrangements for adding member programs,
acting as liaison to other professional associations, and developing
and managing processes for regularly identifying member needs/
member feedback on programs and services. And James was a friend.
We volunteered together at the Georgia Society of Association
Executives over the last fifteen years. Early on, before coming to
LPCA, we hosted join events together and traded ideas on how to
provide more and better services to those we served.

James Pace at CPCS training in 2019, proves pop quizzes can be fun!

His expertise was exceptional. He started working at LPCA on
February 12, 2018. He made a significant impact on the association,
the profession, and all those who had interaction with him.
If James touched your life, please take a minute to send a card to his
mother: Ms. Mary Edwards, 320 32nd Ave., Columbus, GA 31903
Or donate money to the Alvin Ailey Foundation in James’ name:
alvinailey.org/honorary-memorial-gifts. At the bottom of the form you
will find a Special Notes section where you can specify that you would
like your gift to be put towards Ailey’s Atlanta activities, or any other
special note you wish to include. If anyone has any issues using the
website you can call and donate over the phone at 212-405-9033. Ask
for Ms. Megan Jakel, Patron Engagement Officer of Alvin Ailey Dance
Foundation.

James Pace happily handling things at the 2019 LPCA Annual Convention.

LPCA Presidents have volunteered to provide year-long monthly
baskets of appreciation to his mother, so she knows, as the months
pass, that we are thankful for the time we had with her son.

Searching for Clinicians
who have worked extensively with first
responders and their families for
placement in a list dedicated to this
population. If you qualify, please reply
to docnancyw@gmail.com. Subject
to interview.
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2019 LPCA Annual Convention Registration Table: Louis Boyton, Mamie
Jones, Carolyn Ramp, James Pace, Eric Rodgers, Gale Macke, Leon Spencer
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Test Anxiety Be Gone
Johnnie L. Jenkins, III, MA, LPC, CPCS, RPT-S
Do you know what the relevant study areas are for the National Clinical
Mental Health Counselor Examination (NCMHCE)? How about what is
the WHODAS? What are the two ways assessment questions are
constructed on the NCMHCE? How is the MMPI-2RI used in treatment
planning on the NCMHCE? What is a favorite test on the NCMHCE?
What study hack can you use to answer insight and symptom-oriented
questions on the NCMHCE?
Well if you have no idea what the answers are to these questions you
missed a golden opportunity to learn them on February 28, 2020.
On that date, Katie Tolleson and Johnnie L. Jenkins, III, conducted an
all-day training on how to prepare for the NCMHCE at the LPCA office.
The training involved ten counseling professionals from Georgia
and Florida.
In addition to the answers to the questions provided, study information
was provided on the fundamentals, areas of assessment, diagnosis,
treatment planning, counseling theories, family and group therapy,
special treatment issues, psychopharmacology, outcomes, career
development, supervision, professional practice, and test taking
strategies on the NCMHCE.
So, if you missed this one there are other trainings for this test and the
National Counseling Examination offered by LPCA of GA. Please
check the website for other trainings.

Fathers, Sons
and Violence
Johnnie L. Jenkins, III
MA, LPC, CPCS, RPT-S

On February 12, 2020, I had the honor of
attending a lecture at Mercer University in
Macon by Waldo E. Johnson, Jr, PhD, MSW.
The lecture was titled: Keeping Our Sons Safe:
Father-Son Communication for Preventing Violence Involvement
and Victimization.
Dr. Johnson is Associate Professor, School of Social Service
Administration and Faculty Affiliate, Center for the Study of Race,
Politics and Culture of the University of Chicago. He is Principal
Investigator for the Chicago Parenting Initiative Evaluation Study, a
multi-year OAPP evaluation study of the impact of male enhancement
services provision to young fathers on their physical and psychological
well-being as well as the well-being of adolescent African American
and Latina parenting mothers and their children. Dr. Johnson is also a
research consultant for the Urban Institute’s Race, Place and Poverty:
An Urban Ethnographer Symposium on Low-Income Men, where he
provides expert consultation in the form of empirical research advisory
and product review support in the area of family formation, self and
family sufficiency and stability among low-income urban men. He also
serves on many boards and foundations around the country to provide
insight on African American males and youth.
The research discussed was based on a phenomenological variant of
ecological systems and risk-resiliency theories. The study interviewed
28 dyads of African American males and their male fathers or father
figures in Chicago. This was qualitative research and the focus was
determining how African American males communicate to their sons
about violence.
The interviews revealed five key themes about how they discuss
violence. The first theme was about environmental threats like gun
violence and mistaken identity. Another theme surrounded violence
advice and strategies. The strategies included being aware of your
surroundings. A third theme concerned law involvement interaction.
These strategies included knowing your rights, respect authority, and
raise your hands when asked. The fourth theme about racial violence
concerns expressed that unfortunately your race is threatening to
others. The last theme showed how much the fathers valued their sons.
The implications for this study are in line with much of the work LPCs
do on a daily basis. Frequently, we provide counseling services in
impoverished communities where violence is common. This research
gives the counselor guidance in knowing some of the issue’s fathers
have when talking to their sons about violence.

Tell us you’re a
member of LPCA
www.geico.com/disc/lpca
800-368-2734
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ATLANTA DISTRICT
Joanna Goulding, APC, NCC, CBTS
During these times of uncertainty, I am grateful
for our community at large, and our community
of mental health counselors. I had the
opportunity of joining other mental health
proponents on a panel at a North Fulton
Council PTA meeting. Our job as therapists
has never been more crucial and essential.
The LPCA provides professional development, networking
opportunities, legislative involvement and personal development
opportunities for each of us. I hope that professionals living in the
Atlanta district are aware of and taking advantage of the available
opportunities the LPCA provides, like the regular Lunch ‘n’ Learn
events for continuing education. Given the current pandemic, consider
registering for the Telemental Health continuing education opportunities
at the LPCA Annual Convention in May. Also keep in mind that the
Convention may have to be rescheduled or offered online due to that
same pandemic. Check your email and LPCA website for updates.

Additionally, a workshop on ethical clinical documentation is being
planned for May 8 at Brenau University, focusing on educating
professionals about the treatment planning process and how this
relates to ethics. Hopefully, it will go on as planned. In the event of a
cancellation due to the COVID-19 crisis, I will keep you updated.
If you’re looking to become more involved with LPCA, receive CEs, or
you would like to meet your district representative, please make sure
to register for the LPCA Annual Convention in May! Also, if because of
the pandemic this date is cancelled, it may be rescheduled at a later
date or offered online. Stay tuned.

EASTERN DISTRICT
Angela Feeser, LPC, CPCS
Our districted hosted a CPCS workshop on
February 26th that consisted of two parts: the
structure of supervision and being a gatekeeper
of our profession. Our current LPCA President,
Carolyn Ramp, provided a step-by-step method
of how to structure supervision from the initial
contact with a potential new supervisee. She shared some of her own
personal resources that she has developed of her years of being a
supervisor. I provided a review of specific board rules, how to integrate
the board rules throughout supervision, and how to be a gatekeeper to
our profession. While we had a smaller group, we had a variety of
experiences and expertise present that led to great discussion and
sharing of resources.

Mental Health Panel at North Fulton Council PTA Meeting
Dr. Charles Krieger, Brittany Glaser, Cathy Murphy, Makini Austin,
Joanna Goulding, and Ron Fincher

We are currently seeking a new Eastern District Chair as my second
term comes to an end this year. If you are interested, or know of
someone who may be interested, please let me know.

NORTHERN DISTRICT
Britney Allen Turk
MS, LAPC, CCTP, CDBT

Hello all! We had wonderful attendance at the
online webinar I hosted on March 6 titled
Biofeedback: An Introduction for the Mental
Health Professional. It is my intention for this
webinar to be hosted more in the future to
educate professionals in the field on this
specialized treatment and the importance of brain-based services.
Our district has also been busy in the arena of play therapy. Recently,
Brenau University’s Masters in Clinical Counseling Psychology
program was approved as a play therapy training institute. This will
be a great boon for future masters-level counselors, preparing and
offering future counselors with a specialization in play therapy.
6 LPC CONNECTION

Eastern District CPCS Workshop
Valarie McGuinness, Shannon Stephens, Jennifer Border, Gwyn Shanks, Angela
Feeser, Carolyn Ramp, Time Robinson, Joy Winkler, and Marqaux Brown.
(Cyndi White, not pictured)
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Political Meditation
Coping with Strong
Emotions Triggered by
Tumultuous Politics,
Without Being Swept Away
Jennifer Finch, MA, LPC, NCC, CBCT ®
LPCA Ethics Chair

Here we are in another tumultuous election year. If you follow politics,
and even if you don’t, the geopolitical constructs today elicit strong
emotions in all people across the spectrum.
I almost never write about or discuss politics, I am in my old age more
concerned with the teachings of empathy and compassion, but my aim
today in this valued and worthy discussion, is to provide a tool so we
don’t have a repeat of the last few years, or worse, continue on the
path we are currently on.
I have friends who have abandoned all in the fight for their cause. I
once was proud to be an activist, and marched with my pointer finger
shaking in faces, I chained myself to trees, and I exhaled smoke in
Tommy Thompson’s face. But what I realize now is that it was naïve
and quite adolescent despite my young adult age. It was without
wisdom, reactionary, ridiculous, embarrassing and often harmful. It
was without stillness. It was aggressive and completely lacking in
empathy. It was an “I’m right, and you are wrong! And I’m not budging,”
mentality. This is not the way.
And thankfully today, I consider myself a reformed and recovered
political enthusiast. Still human, and unhinged at times, but more often
than not, just concerned about the well-being of others that stand
dutifully in the ring.

both sides, the red brain and the blue brain, their emotional brains lit
up like an old-fashioned telephone switchboard. What this means is
that when the amygdala and the limbic system are all highly stimulated,
there is a drop in IQ and there is a decrease in our capacity to reason
and problem solve. Both lids are flipped, meaning the staircase
connecting the limbic system to the prefrontal cortex, where wisdom
and reasoning are headquartered has been disconnected. Like a
staircase in Hogwarts castle, it has changed route, only nothing
magical is happening here. It is essentially leaving you stranded and
perhaps overcome with fear or anger or some other paralyzing strong
emotion. Both individuals are now stuck in an activated threat response.
Can you see how ineffective this might be? You are defending yourself
from me, and I am defending myself from you. No amount of anger, or
shouting is going to disengage this threat response; in fact quite the
contrary, it is overheating the engine.
In other words, when liberals and conservatives interact, it is often the
case that neither one is being rational. There is no real conversation; it
is just two monologic diatribes muttering AT each other, which is
actually part of what has gotten us into this incredible polarization and
divisiveness. We cannot “feel” into the other with empathic concern,
when we are in our own threat response of defensiveness. In fact, we
cannot even “feel” into our own selves. We are in that moment quite
literally disconnected from our own bodies. Try this: the next time you
are fully enraged in the heat of a moment, see if you can simultaneously
wiggle your toes and feel your feet. It’s not likely. And, if you do feel
into your toes, then congratulations, you have just interrupted the rage,
paused, and have the ability to now put your lid back on.

Although some of the time our anger is warranted, most of the time it
is disproportional to the actual event happening. Like having a poolside
conversation with a neighborhood friend, discussing the education
system, it becomes politically edgy and before you know it, complete
shutdown, severance of the relationship and with one full guillotine
motion, we are done, finished, never to speak again, or at least until
the other apologizes first or sees things my way. Right?!

The antidote to soothe this over activated threat response is safety.
Safety can be ensured when we have clarity of mind, stability within
ourselves and stillness. When we can acquire all three of these
qualities, we can see the situation through a more realistic lens.
Meaning, this is merely a conversation with another person, not an
actual threat. You are most likely not having this conversation on the
savannah all the while being chased by a wild pack of hyenas. They
are human, just like you. And just like you, they too have strong,
political values.
Pause, remember your training, take a breath, track your emotions,
put your lid back on, and calm your own nervous system. This will not
come automatically, but it is teachable and trainable and completely
do-able. Instilling a compassionate meditation practice builds safety
and security first in our own selves, and then like ripples in a pond, it
positively affects those around us. This is the beginning step of altruistic
empathy and responsibly helping to keep our United States united.
A true and clear understanding of walking in someone else’s shoes, is
necessary and perhaps mandatory. A heart opening and often times a
heart breaking realization of someone else’s life and how they gained
their strong, opinionated sense of political values. If we go back far
enough into our own self-inquiry, we can see that our path is quite
predictable. Our arguing, our righteousness, our political stanchness,
has been blue-printed in, either through our parents, or our life
experiences, or a complete defiant reaction to either of those. There
was perhaps, no other way. You turned out the way you did. And that is
okay. But can we also see that this is likely the same for the other
person? How very human.

I recently learned about a study that looked at the brains of both
liberals and conservatives. While each was listening to the other, in

With an open curiosity and a stillness from within, trust can rebuild and
safety can cultivate.
continued from page 12

I have friends on both sides of the political spectrum and what I see is
distressing. It is not constructive, and it is causing harm. It is dividing
neighbors, friends, and families. The drastic paradigm shifts are just
making us sea sick.
How will we ever unite? When will we begin to see that more
divisiveness, more yelling, more anger is NOT the answer. Anger
is never the answer. It might be the spark, the ignition, but it is never
the solution. It is not meant to be a permanent archetype or trait
characteristic. It is frenzied, and although it might feel clear-headed
and in control, it is the wolf in sheep’s clothing. The science of holding
anger in the body is astounding depicting repeatedly how it negatively
effects our health, our happiness and our well-being. We cannot see
clearly when we are stuck in activated and engaged anger, it is
basic neuroscience.
The research it draws on is what they call “limbic hijacking.” This is
when our emotions get the best of us. They take over and we are in
a continuous state of over-reaction.
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Case Study of
Online Counseling
Timothy Robinson LPC, CPCS, CAS-F
The purpose of this article is to present a
case study of online counseling. Kathy is a
45-year-old, married, Caucasian female who
works as a realtor in a remote area of the
state. She has been married for 15 years
and has no children; her husband also works professionally as a vice
president of a bank. She lost control of her drinking about five years
ago and has been diagnosed with Alcohol Use Disorder, severe.
Kathy presented for individual therapy five months ago and had to
commute over two hours, one way, for her therapy appointments.
Testing identified many maladaptive schemas, as well as extreme
marital discord. Her treatment focused on substance abuse, marriage
and family therapy, and Schema Therapy1.
Kathy’s husband stated that he could not participate in therapy
sessions with her due to his schedule. Two telehealth sessions were
conducted with him during the early phases of her treatment; Kathy
participated from the clinician’s office in both. One was conducted at
the beginning of treatment; the other was performed shortly before she
stopped coming to the office.
This balance of the two sessions was very helpful in leveraging family
therapy. She also requested a telehealth session, mediated by the
clinician, with her mother. The woman lived in another area of the
state. The client did well and maintained abstinence. She came less
frequently to counseling after 90 days. She felt that she had benefitted
from therapy and did not need such intensive and frequent sessions.
Kathy had done well with maintaining abstinence and some gains were
made in couple’s counseling.
Kathy asked if she could do sessions via telehealth because she lived
so far away. Continuing care allowed the counselor to continue work
on the client’s schemas as well as to follow up with her marital issues.
Her husband participated in many of the sessions. Both felt very
comfortable using telehealth. They had no difficulty with the
technology, which is HIPAA compliant, because both are computer
literate and were experienced from using electronic platforms at work.
There were no technology failures over the course of the six months of
follow up. Kathy’s insurance company even had a billing code for
telemedicine. The counselor was able to gauge the body language
between the two, their appearances, and responses because of
observations made possible from telehealth. It also allowed them to
sign in simultaneously if they were not together at the same location.
There were times when the counselor met with one of them alone.
Some of these individual sessions were planned, while others were

due to life events. Areas of intimacy and trust were addressed in the
couple’s work. Kathy had hidden her drinking from her husband, who
was always trying to stop her. This created resentment and a lack of
trust from the husband. Kathy confided, in an individual session, that
her most important issue was the lack of sex in the marriage. This had
been going on for over a year. It was discussed in a couple’s session
at three months of follow up.
Kathy was called in to work a few weeks after this, so the counsellor
met with her husband alone. The issue of sex was revisited. Was he
still physically attracted to her? He said that he was and that his anger
and distrust blocked him from having sex with his wife. The husband
stated that counseling, via telehealth, had resolved much of this and
that he was willing to attempt get close to his wife again. The
counselor made several recommendations.
In a couple’s session, shortly after this, it was possible to observe that
they had renewed sexual intimacy from their mannerisms alone. When
the last session ended, they expressed gratitude that they had not had
the need to seek another therapist as transition. Their reasons were:
not knowing whom to trust, anonymity, cost, the effort of reestablishing rapport and trying to convey the therapy that they had
already completed. Telehealth made the difference in successfully
treating Kathy and the couple’s relationship.
1

Young, J.E., Klosko, J.S. & Weishaar, M.E. (2006). Schema therapy: A practioner’s
guide. New York, NY: The Guilford Press.

LPCA as an Ethics Resource
When Being Sanctioned and Enabling
Are Good Things
Larry Schor, LPC
I hope you’ve been sanctioned by the licensing
board, but only once! The word sanction is one
of those so-called Janus words or antagonyms—
words that are their own opposites (in this case,
official permission/threatened penalty). It turns
that when you were licensed, you were in fact
sanctioned. You were sanctioned to engage in the
practice of counseling as defined by the law,
rules, and operational definitions of the Georgia Composite Board.
But you don’t want to be sanctioned by them again because that would
be indicative of a threatened penalty. I learned this many years ago
after a curious phone call from a person in a cubicle who represented
an insurance company and there was apparently a problem with my
re-credentialing. The problem was that I had checked the box
indicating that I was currently receiving supervision. I was confused
initially but finally came to understand that I had created a problem by
trying to solve a larger one. Of course, I receive supervision. I can’t
imagine doing this work in isolation. But the problem was explained in
a way that conveyed an absurd assumption that because I was fully
licensed and no longer required to receive supervision, I must have
done something bad (unethical) and the regulatory board must have
required me to be supervised under a consent order (Now there’s
another funny bit of languaging) as apparently is often the case when
some licensing boards have enough concern that they feel compelled
to do something, but not enough to… well, sanction, I suppose.
I hope that the work involved in earning (not getting) a Masters,
Specialist, and Doctoral degree, combined with many thousands of
hours of supervised work and even supervision of supervision, six
years of my own therapy, some degree of hard won self-awareness,
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integration of my own past, my fears, my gifts, and especially my
limitations have enabled me to engage in the practice of mental health
counseling. Yet, I am easily frustrated by Enablers-people who repeat
patterns that enable, and even assure, the exact problems that they
insist they are trying to solve.
Your LPCA membership enables you to receive some feedback,
clarification, and suggestions from people who are willing and even
passionately committed to grappling with the often-murky territory that
lies at the intersection of ethical rules, principles, standards, codes,
and practice.
Yet, we don’t want to be Enablers in the sense of enabling them (you)
to rely on us instead of engaging in best practice. As with our clients,
the stated problems we hear are sometimes the manifestation or
symptom of a pre-exiting condition. That underlying condition may be a
failure to engage in basicethical practices. That is, we are not a
substitute for ongoing supervision, liability insurance, or fluency with
codes and rules.
So, feel free to take advantage of us (no, the irony of that statement is
not eluding me), but do so in ways that reflect the best practices to
which we all should aspire. Before contacting us, do your best to
identify the nature and context of the problem you are facing. Identify
the principles that are guiding you as well as the complexities and
conflicts involved. Try to identify what you may, in retrospect, have
done well and ways in which you may have fallen short of your
aspirations. Then contact us. We are here to serve. That’s what we do!

Adding Forensic
Evaluations to
Your Practice
Aaron Norton, LMHC, LMFT, MCAP, CRC,
CFMHE, CFBA

Forensic Mental Health Evaluations is Meaningful,
Interesting, Important Work That Benefits Society
In the judicial system, everyone is a stakeholder— individuals,
children, families, employers, employees, law enforcement officers,
school systems, government agencies, communities; so, everyone.
Forensic evaluations are challenging, because there are many threats
to the validity of client self-report. For justice to best be served, the
court system needs qualified experts who can align several data
points to formulate a clearer picture of a client’s mental health. Many
CMHCs find this task intellectually stimulating and impactful,
considering their work a vital service to the community. Many states
and jurisdictions have lengthy waiting periods for forensic evaluations,
and shortages of qualified forensic evaluators have resulted in lawsuits
alleging violation of due process. The courts need more evaluators,
and our profession can supply them.

Forensic Mental Health Evaluation May Sharpen Your
Clinical Skills
Five years ago, I decided to pursue certification as a forensic mental
health evaluator. Though I had been conducting forensic substance
abuse evaluations for a few years, I lacked some degree of confidence
in my work. I remember thinking, “Even if I never do very many
forensic evaluations, I bet this training will sharpen my clinical skills. It
should make me a better diagnostician.” Today, I’m all the more
convinced that this is true, and I believe that my therapy clients have
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benefitted from this professional growth as well. Additionally, training in
this specialty area has helped me to become more confident in my
skills and more accepting of my professional limitations.
Ethical, Legal, and Professional Challenges Forensic mental health
evaluation may be rewarding and meaningful, but it has its challenges.
First, CMHCs are generally more accustomed to their role as therapist
rather than to the role of an independent evaluator, and they struggle
with adopting this role. In the world of forensic evaluation, you are not
a client advocate, nor are you helping a client to accomplish goals.
Instead, the truth is your client, and you must maintain objectivity (see
Section I.D4 of the AMHCA Code of Ethics; download free from
amhca.org/learn/ethics).
Second, remember that historically, this specialization was the domain
of clinical and forensic psychologists and psychiatrists, not CMHCs,
nor our master’s-level allies in clinical social work and marriage and
family therapy. Some state and local jurisdictions still have statutes,
guidelines, and practices that discriminate against non-psychologists in
the forensic mental health arena. For example, the ability to administer
and interpret psychological tests—a vital component of quality forensic
evaluations—has been limited by at least five states, despite the fact
that our national counseling organizations concur that testing clearly
falls within the scope of practice of CMHCs (for more on this,
download National Board of Forensic Evaluator’s (NBFE) “Can
Licensed Mental Health Counselors Administer and Interpret
Psychological Tests?” from tinyurl.com/ydxjde6w). Additionally, some
statutes appear to exclude CMHCs from conducting forensic
evaluations. The good news is that thus far, every statute sent to me
from any state that appears to exclude CMHCs from forensic
evaluation has on further scrutiny been found to only slightly limit
CMHCs. Typically such statutes govern only one or two types of
forensic evaluations, such as competency or civil commitment. Many
other types of forensic mental health evaluations (e.g., violence
potential, criminal responsibility, domestic violence, substance abuse,
child custody/divorce, personal injury, immigration, sentencing
variations, etc.) are available to CMHCs.

A Call to Action
I won’t be happy until every U.S. court agrees that the professional
identity of a licensed mental health professional—clinical mental health
counselor, clinical social worker, marriage and family therapist, clinical
or forensic psychologist, psychiatrist, psychiatric nurse practitioner—
shouldn’t determine whether that professional is a suitable expert
witness. Rather, the individual’s unique training, experience,
knowledge, and expertise should be determining factors. In
jurisdictions where this is not the case, I call on state chapters of
AMHCA to advocate relentlessly for professional equality, perhaps
using the shortage of qualified evaluators in the court system as a
major talking point.
Aaron Norton provides psychotherapy, clinical and forensic evaluation,
clinical supervision, and professional consultation at his practice,
Integrity Counseling, integritycounseling.net, in Largo, FL. Awarded
Mental Health Counselor of the Year by AMHCA and Counselor
Educator of the Year by Florida Mental Health Counselors Association
(FMHCA) in 2016, he is an adjunct instructor at the University of South
Florida, executive director of the National Board of Forensic
Evaluators, and president-elect of FMHCA. Consulting editor of The
Advocate Magazine and also AMHCA’s Southern Region director, he is
finishing his doctoral dissertation in Counselor Education and
Supervision at USF. Learn more at anorton.com; email him at:
me@anorton.com.
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Managing Anxiety
and Stress During
A Pandemic
National Center for Immunization
and Respiratory Diseases (NCIRD),
Division of Viral Diseases

The outbreak of COVID-19 can be stressful for people. Fear and
anxiety about a disease can be overwhelming and cause strong
emotions in adults and children. Coping with stress will make you, the
people you care about, and your community stronger.
Everyone reacts differently to stressful situations. How you respond to
the outbreak can depend on your background, the things that make
you different from other people, and the community you live in.
People who may respond more strongly to the stress of a crisis include:
• Those who are at higher risk for COVID-19
• Children and teens
• People who are helping with the response to COVID-19, like doctors
and other health care providers, or first responders
• People who have mental health conditions including problems with
substance use
Stress during an infectious disease outbreak can include:
• Fear and worry about your own health and that of your loved ones
• Changes in sleep or eating patterns
• Difficulty sleeping or concentrating
• Worsening of chronic health problems
• Increased use of alcohol, tobacco, or other drugs

People with preexisting mental health conditions
should continue with their treatment and be aware of
new or worsening symptoms.
Things you can do to support yourself:
• Take breaks from watching, reading, or listening to news stories,
including social media. Hearing about the pandemic repeatedly can
be upsetting.
• Take care of your body. Take deep breaths, stretch, or meditate. Try
to eat healthy, well-balanced meals, exercise regularly, get plenty of
sleep, and avoid alcohol and drugs.
• Make time to unwind. Try to do some other activities you enjoy.
• Connect with others. Talk with people you trust about your concerns
and how you are feeling.

Call your healthcare provider if stress gets in the way
of your daily activities for several days in a row.
Reduce stress in yourself and others. Sharing the facts about COVID19 and understanding the actual risk to yourself and people you care
about can make an outbreak less stressful.
Children and teens react, in part, on what they see from the adults
around them. When parents and caregivers deal with the COVID-19
calmly and confidently, they can provide the best support for children.
Parents can be more reassuring to others around them, especially
children, if they are better prepared.
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Not all children and teens respond to stress in the same way.
Some common changes to watch for include:
• Excessive crying or irritation in younger children
• Returning to behaviors they have outgrown (for example, toileting
accidents or bedwetting)
• Excessive worry or sadness
• Unhealthy eating or sleeping habits
• Irritability and “acting out” behaviors in teens
• Difficulty with attention and concentration
• Avoidance of activities enjoyed in the past
• Unexplained headaches or body pain
• Use of alcohol, tobacco, or other drugs
There are many things you can do to support a child:
• Take time to talk with a child or teen about the COVID-19 outbreak.
Answer questions and share facts about COVID-19 in a way that a
child or teen can understand.
• Reassure the child or teen that they are safe. Let them know it is ok
if they feel upset. Share with them how you deal with your own
stress so that they can learn how to cope from you.
• Limit your family’s exposure to news coverage of the event,
including social media. Children may misinterpret what they hear
and can be frightened about something they do not understand.
• Try to keep up with regular routines. If schools are closed, create a
schedule for learning activities and relaxing or fun activities.
• Be a role model. Take breaks, get plenty of sleep, exercise, and eat
well. Connect with your friends and family members.
For responders:
Responding to COVID-19 can take an emotional toll. There are things
you can do to reduce secondary traumatic stress (STS) reactions:
• Acknowledge that STS can impact anyone helping families after a
traumatic event.
• Learn the symptoms including physical (fatigue, illness) and mental
(fear, withdrawal, guilt).
• Allow time for you and your family to recover from responding to the
pandemic.
• Create a menu of personal self-care activities that you enjoy, such
as spending time with friends and family, exercising, or reading a
book.
• Take a break from media coverage of COVID-19.
• Ask for help if you feel overwhelmed or concerned that COVID-19 is
affecting your ability to care for your family and patients as you did
before the outbreak.
For those who have been released from quarantine:
Being quarantined can be stressful, even if you do not get sick.
Everyone feels differently after coming out of quarantine. Some
feelings include:
• Mixed emotions, including relief after quarantine.
• Fear and worry about your own health and the health of your
loved ones.
• Stress from the experience of monitoring yourself or being
monitored by others for signs and symptoms of COVID-19.
• Sadness, anger, or frustration because friends or loved ones have
unfounded fears of contracting the disease from contact with you,
even though you have been determined not to be contagious.
• Guilt about not being able to perform normal work or family duties
during quarantine.
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Mental Health Advocates
Say Cuts to State Safety Net
Are Deadly Serious
John McCosh
Officials in charge of Georgia’s mental health
safety net offered dire predictions after the
governor ordered nearly all state agencies to
slash spending.
People suffering from mental illnesses would land
in the emergency room, they said. And more people contemplating
suicide would act on those impulses.

But the mental health problem in Georgia already outpaces spending
on the solution. A federal monitor recently declared the state’s mental
health care inadequate to address current needs. And the problem persists.

Shuttered psychiatric hospital a haunting symbol.
An 80-minute drive from Atlanta, Rome’s Northwest Georgia Regional
Hospital is one of the psychiatric facilities that closed as a result of the
DOJ’s investigation into seven institutions. As part of a settlement with
the feds, Georgia officials pledged that community-based services
would help the people once warehoused in such state psychiatric
hospitals. Their promise: Georgia’s mentally ill would lead fuller lives
with jobs and a place to call home. Advocates and local officials say
that promise hasn’t been kept.

Those same officials with the Department of Behavioral Health and
Developmental Disabilities later softened that alarming language and
so still plan to yank $10.6 million from a new program state lawmakers
funded last year to provide mental health intervention services in
communities across Georgia.
Those who care for or interact with fragile people in crisis say department
officials got it right the first time.

Devon Orland

“People are going to die, and that’s not an
over dramatization,” said Devon Orland,
a litigation director with the Georgia
Advocacy Office, which provides a wide
range of services to people with disabilities.
“They’ll die at their own hand, they’ll die at
the hands of law enforcement, or they just
will die on the street. But they will die.”

This week, lawmakers are debating how to orchestrate 4% budget cuts
to nearly every state agency to fulfill Gov. Brian Kemp’s order to shrink
state spending. His directive is to trim about $200 million from the
original budget for this fiscal year. Cutting $10.6 million for community
mental health services for adults—as Department of Behavioral Health
officials now propose—would amount to about 5% of the governor’s
mandated reduction.
But Georgia would pay the price in other ways, mental health
advocates say. Police would respond to even more calls involving
someone in psychiatric crisis. Homelessness would increase, as would
unpaid visits to ERs. People suffering with addictions would have
fewer resources. Jails would house even more mentally ill people who
really need treatment, not incarceration.

Georgia’s mental health care already deemed inadequate.
The department’s proposed cuts would primarily affect 25 Community
Service Boards around the state. The boards are state-designated
agencies that provide behavioral health support and treatment for
people with mental illness, substance abuse disorders and
developmental disabilities.
Much of the state’s increased spending on its mental health safety
net began in 2010 after the U.S. Department of Justice successfully
pressured Georgia to stop keeping mentally disabled people in state
hospitals too long.
The Department of Behavioral Health says it will continue to fund core
outpatient and crisis services at the same level as previous years.
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Rome’s Northwest Georgia Regional Hospital closed as part of the state’s 2010
agreement to shift people with developmental disabilities from institutions to
community settings. Planned state spending reductions could slow progress.
Contributed by Sara Lane.

Rome City Commissioner Wendy Davis would like state budget cuts to
focus on areas other than care for Georgia’s mentally ill. “There are so
many unmet mental health needs in our community, and too many of
those folks have ended up in our jail. And that’s distressing,” she said.
“Nobody thinks that jail is the appropriate place to properly treat people
with mental health needs,” she said.

Mental health spending not ‘lavish’.
Melanie Dallas, CEO of Highland Rivers Health, Rome’s Community
Service Board, sympathizes with state officials trying to fulfill the
governor’s mandate to cut spending. But the cuts they’re laboring over
will make her work in the community harder, she said.
“It’s very difficult to have a budget cut to the department without it
actually impacting services, because that’s primarily, you know, what
they fund,” said Dallas, who foresees closing a small residential
treatment facility in Rome as a result of the state spending reduction.
“It is specifically for individuals who are coming out of the hospital, and
who maybe have not lived outside of the hospital for a long time.”
Orland, whose organization helped work out the terms of Georgia’s
settlement with the feds to improve mental health care, said the mental
health safety net already runs lean and is too important to be targeted
for additional spending cuts. “We’re not a state that is lavish in our
spending to support people with psychiatric disabilities,” she said.
Her suggestion: Start with the Georgia Department of Drivers Services.
“If you want to cut fat, people don’t actually need their driver’s license
in 30 minutes, but it’s been the policy of the state of Georgia that
people need to get their driver’s license in 30 minutes,” Orland said.
“Why? Because people who get a driver’s license vote.”
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Political Meditation

continued from page 7

If you believe in change via persuasion then the rudimentary and
fundamental concept is this: Persuasion requires understanding, and
understanding requires clarity, and clarity requires wisdom, and
wisdom requires stillness.
To create change we have to help the “other side” understand us, and
we need to understand them. And eventually we work toward a bigger
goal of dissolving the “us” and “them” categories.
Even though we claim to be “peacefully marching,” or “peacefully
protesting,” we are not still. We are full of rage, anger, hatred,
contempt, righteousness, fear, and basically a maelstrom of emotions
that are not still or calm. It’s a fury out there and in here (inside self).
Think eye of a hurricane. How can we obtain that level of stillness
even in the political storms? We must navigate the upcoming election
year and find stillness even amidst the storm, no matter where on the
spectrum we fall. We must find perspective, not lose our heads, and
maintain dignity in the strong current of emotions that politics today is
notoriously known to evoke.
We need to take care of ourselves during those heated times when we
feel triggered by politics, a specific trigger that evokes strong emotions.
It is asking us to engage with something that we might find difficult.
Why would we want to purposely induce such suffering by allowing a
strong emotion? It is the exact allowing of the emotion that allows us
to not be triggered by it, so that we can constructively learn to work
with it, understand it, see what it is doing within our body, learn to
unhook from the intensity of it, and in doing so, helps us act more sanely.
Meditation is meant to be used as a training ground. If we practice in
the “gym” then we are stronger in our actual lives. This meditation is a
practice in learning to slow down the process of being triggered. It is
useful to practice in this type of emotion engagement and body
awareness meditation, so that we can build our emotional intelligence
and increase our literacy of where we feel reactions. When we take
self-inquiry in this way we learn where we hold certain emotions, we
see how they influence us, and we can see what message they bring
and if we need to react, respond, or just validate them through selfsoothing and really see that nothing is required in this moment.
We essentially learn to pause. And then have a choice to respond.
Of course, when the rubber meets the road, we are triggered, and
boom, we are not going to have time to slow down and do a
meditation. But in that critical moment, we can pause, and put our lid
back on, and put these skills into play. Right there, in the midst of the
trigger. This awareness will change everything.
It is about learning how to see, validate and connect to our triggered
emotions, feeling them fully and letting them expansively play out
within a much larger field. We can cultivate a truer vision that is more
in line with our reality. One that wants us to stay connected to people,
even to those that irritate us, and democratically have a differing opinion,
but especially to those we love, it is to stay united, to stay true to our
values of kindness and of our intelligence and our sanity so we can then
respond in a way that is actually more effective, and more impactful.
Jennifer Chase Finch, M.A., LPC, NCC, CBCT®, ETHICs Chair is dedicated
to resolving trauma through somatic treatment modalities, meditation,
contemplative and integrative sciences. She was a practicing licensed
professional therapist for almost two decades prior to founding Be Here Now
Mindfulness, LLC. In addition to her private practice, she offers online and inperson trainings to individuals, health care practitioners and corporate
settings. Jennifer is very active in CBCT., the program from Emory.
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When Career
Development Leads
to Danger
Christopher Wheelus, PhD, LPC, LMFT, CPCS
As a child, I would sit nearby as my grandfather
and his neighbor would reminisce, “Remember
that time when….” The current pandemic takes
me back to 2012 when a cousin of COVID-19, Middle East respiratory
syndrome (MERS-CoV) had its epicenter within walking distance of my
residence and work as a staff member
in a one-year educational partnership in the Arabian Gulf.
I remember when the first cases were publicized and our staff and
students talking about it with great concern. That concern deepened
when one of our students said his cousin had contracted the disease
and died from it. The published case-fatality ratio was as high as 60%
(Breban, Riou, & Fontanet, 2013), as affirmed by anecdotal evidence
from our students, many of whom knew someone with the disease.
Lacking precedent, directive, and, perhaps, with naivete, we continued
teaching classes but limited our personal routines by staying home
more than usual. To our and college administration’s defense (and
giving us a semblance of peace), today’s COVID-19-related closures
and travel restrictions were not recommended at that time with the
MERS-CoV (World Health Organization, 2013). Nonetheless, I had
to ask myself why I came here in the first place.
I went there as an LPC who enjoys career counseling and international
career development-related opportunities. My approved mixedmethods study (unpublished) of my colleagues in that educational
program indicated that others went there for prominent reasons such
as; desire to work internationally, earn more money, be part of
something unique and historic, have a new experience, and selffulfillment.
Looking back, in light of today’s crisis, we seemed foolish to keep
campus open and continue our normal routine. But cases were only
rising by one or two per few days and we watched daily the number
of cases a number of deaths seeing that there was not the sudden
increase as with COVID-19. We consoled ourselves with the
knowledge that the WHO was there and working to contain the
situation. Although that gave some hope and comfort, we were still on
edge, realizing our lives could be at risk. Because we were committed
to our employer’s objectives and to our students’ learning, we
continued our program until its completion just three months later.
I sighed relief as I boarded the plane for home with the satisfaction
of a completed career development pursuit—and my intact health.
To date MERS-CoV has a reported death rate of about 30% (Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention, 2019). Career development,
in some regard, gave me a brush with death. How would this inform
or impair my career counseling of adults in the future?
Without doubt, that international career endeavor was well worth the
risk. I have a strong sense of satisfaction and achievement about that
year. I gained wonderful first-hand insights about a culture and deep
appreciation for the individuals I came to know, as well as gaining a
glimpse into how they dealt with adversity. I gained a deeper sense
of resilience as a result of the health danger that lurked around me
in the latter weeks of the job. Had it gone differently… well, I can only
speculate and use that hindsight to help myself cope and protect with
today’s crisis of the newest member of the CoV family.
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This reflection inspires me to integrate today’s challenges and past
experience into my career counseling of young adults in my college
setting, helping them explore their career development ambitions with
a resilient stance of their own. That stance may involve the intersection
of spiritual/religious beliefs (e.g., Association of Spiritual, Ethical, and
Religious Values in Counseling, 2009), career calling (e.g., Lysova et
al., 2019), and career development aspirations, as mine did. Career
development may at times be inherently hazardous, a reality of which
I am aware in my continued international counseling-related pursuits.
It is also a reality that I explore with my career counseling clients
and friends who live or travel around the globe. Ummm… maybe
I shouldn’t mention the time I was working abroad in Asia and my
landlord mentioned that the roofing material on most houses in the
country was decades-old asbestos tiles.
Christopher Wheelus is a member of LPCA, directs student support services
at Shorter University, and is president-elect of the Georgia College Counseling
Association. He and his wife, also an LPCA member, haveworked in private
practice and provided counseling and other services internationally.
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COVID-19:
If I Were An Expert…
Larry Schor, LPC
If I were an expert, I suppose I could convey
some answers to the myriad concerns exposed
and exacerbated by COVID-19. Maybe I could
brace you for the inevitable circumstance that will
come or tell you how best to respond to your
clients, carry out your practice, and effective self-care. I don’t feel
much like that kind of expert these days.
I have been an American Red Cross Disaster Mental Health volunteer
for more than twenty years, working many natural and human-caused
events ranging from hurricanes and tornados to air crashes. I have
participated in numerous trainings, presented at Emergency
Management and disaster-related conferences, full-scale disaster
simulations (including pandemic response), quarantine and reverse
quarantine procedures, mass casualty care, bereavement notification,
and participant in the Metropolitan Atlanta Mental Health Bioterrorism
Response Planning Group and have done mental health training with
the Georgia Peace Officers Association. I am a member of the
Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration
(SAMHSA) Disaster Technical Assistance (DTAC) Cadre Network and
have worked directly with the SAMHSA National Suicide Prevention
Lifeline (NSPL) training group. I have been responsible for the
development of www.georgiadisaster.info which is the official DMH
resource for Georgia.
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I have seen real experts construct a decontamination tent in a matter
of minutes and observed the Metropolitan Medical Strike team in
action. If you aren’t aware, these are the medical teams trained to go
into danger, surrounded by S.W.A.T. teams in order to retrieve
casualties.
Beyond the outstanding trainers, my disaster clients have been my
most treasured teachers. I have been listening to war veterans speak
the unspeakable since I first volunteered at an Outreach Center while
I was in High School. They have somehow been willing to invite or, at
least allow me to accompany them in their darkest hour. Each disaster
has its unique and common features. Because this one necessitates
physical isolation, we will need to find ways to stay connected.
I am even less of an expert on physics or theology, so I don’t know
whether or not the Universe is indifferent. I know that viruses are
indifferent to most of our differences. Aware of my own tendency to
anthropomorphize, this virus seems kinder than most. Rather than
target children, it appears to attack, in its most deadly form, the elderly
with underlying pulmonary and respiratory conditions.
All of this to say that I have been exposed. That is, I have been
exposed to those who have been exposed, and to the professionals
who spend their careers preparing for the kinds of events that seem
unimaginable to most people. Or, maybe most people simply do not
have to imagine these types of events until they occur. I suppose I am
no longer most people in that sense.
So, now amidst the background of partially abstract threats from which
we may be momentarily immune like climate change, displacement of
populations for various reasons, ongoing wars and the like, we seem
to be suddenly confronted with a new threat that is simultaneously
invisible and inescapable. It will affect us all to varying degrees, but it
will pass.
This was not unforeseen. It was inevitable, predicted, and even
planned for by those professionals whose voices all too often fall upon
silent ears (see Crimson Contagion exercise). It should come as no
surprise that most people will cling to whatever quells their anxiety.
Hoarding toilet paper and blaming those people, whoever they may be,
are poor ways of coping. This will get worse before it gets better, but it
will get better for most.
So, my perspective from my fleeting little corner of the universe is that
nature has provided the gentlest of all possible reminders that we
should take nothing for granted. We are all going to die, but most of us
will not die from this. We are not in control of nature or the seemingly
random acts of others. But we are solely in control and singularly
responsible for how we treat each other.
This morning I noticed the pollen, but then I noticed also the flowers
and trees from which
the pollen comes. It
seemed as though that
which is perennial does
not know anything of
the wave of suffering
that is approaching…
or maybe it does.
Let’s try to develop
our expertise at being
more human.
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HVWDEOLVKLQJ\RXUVHOIDVDQH[SHUWLQD
OXFUDWLYHDQGPHDQLQJIXODUHDRI
VSHFLDOL]DWLRQ

,QSDUWQHUVKLSZLWKWKH/LFHQVHG3URIHVVLRQDO$VVRFLDWLRQRI*HRUJLD
/3&$*$ WKH1DWLRQDO%RDUGRI)RUHQVLF(YDOXDWRUV 1%)( LV
RIIHULQJDIRUHQVLFFHUWLILFDWLRQSUHFRQIHUHQFHZRUNVKRSWKDWLVSDUWRI
WKHSURFHVVWREHFRPHD&HUWLILHG)RUHQVLF0HQWDO+HDOWK
(YDOXDWRU &)0+( 5HJLVWHUDWKWWSVQEIHQHWHYHQWIRU
WKHDOOLQFOXVLYHGLVFRXQWHGFHUWLILFDWLRQIHHRI IRU
VWXGHQWVDQGLQWHUQV
7KH1DWLRQDO%RDUGRI)RUHQVLF(YDOXDWRUV 1%)( KDVEHHQDSSURYHGE\WKH1DWLRQDO
%RDUGIRU&HUWLILHG&RXQVHORUV 1%&& DVDQ$SSURYHG&RQWLQXLQJ(GXFDWLRQ3URYLGHU
$&(31R3URJUDPVWKDWGRQRWTXDOLI\IRU1%&&FUHGLWDUHFOHDUO\LGHQWLILHG1%)(
LVVROHO\UHVSRQVLEOHIRUDOODVSHFWVRIWKHSURJUDP
7KLVZRUNVKRSKDVEHHQDSSURYHGIRUKRXUVRIFRQWLQXLQJHGXFDWLRQ &25(KRXUVDQGKRXU(WKLFV
KRXU ZLWKWKH/LFHQVHG3URIHVVLRQDO&RXQVHORUV$VVRFLDWLRQ&(DSSURYDO&DQGKRXUVRI
FRQWLQXLQJHGXFDWLRQ JHQHUDOKRXUVGRPHVWLFYLROHQFHKRXUDQGKRXUHWKLFVSURIHVVLRQDO
ERXQGDULHV ZLWKWKH)ORULGD%RDUGRI&OLQLFDO6RFLDO:RUN0DUULDJH )DPLO\7KHUDS\ 0HQWDO+HDOWK
&RXQVHOLQJDQG)ORULGD%RDUGRI3V\FKRORJ\&(%URNHU7UDFNLQJ &(%URNHU3URYLGHU
 1%)(LVUHFRJQL]HGDQGHQGRUVHGE\WKH$PHULFDQ0HQWDO+HDOWK&RXQVHORUV$VVRFLDWLRQ
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(P) 404-343-4162 • (C) 678-428-2730

6100 Lake Forrest Dr. Suite 450 • Atlanta, GA

CBCT®
Cognitively Based Compassion Training

Confronting Vicarious Trauma and Strengthening Resilience for
Healthcare, Emergency and Community Service Workers
**20 Continued Education Credits for LPCs issued from Emory University
REGISTRATION: www.beherenowmindfulness.com
There is a substantial body of research that indicates that professionals treating traumatized clients or patients
may suffer from burnout, compassion fatigue, vicarious trauma, or secondary traumatic stress and that those
who are most empathic are most vulnerable.

CBCT® can help support you in continuing your work AND buffer you from the deleterious impacts of
vicarious trauma. This research based, educational program is designed to cultivate compassion for self and
others and shield you from compassion fatigue. Using systematic and analytical meditation, the program aims to
increase your resiliency, help you feel more connected to others, and ultimately provide you with an overall
sense of well-being.
The “cost of caring” doesn’t have to be a sacrificial price, when we prepare ourselves for our work with
CBCT®.
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Live In-Person Trainings
Accepted by the Licensing Board

National provider of internet based continuing education courses
with several years of experience in developing content specifically
for the nascent field of e-learning, utilizing advanced e-learning
programming capabilities. For social workers in twenty-nine states
and the District of Columbia under the National Provider program of
NASW, and now for Licensed Professional Counselors and an
approved provider for NBCC.

http://www.YourCEUs.com

The Premier Behavioral Health Staffing Agency
Within Your Reach Staffing Solutions is a
nationwide behavioral/mental health staffing
and recruiting firm that bridges the gap
between employers and job seekers.
We link employers with highly skilled
professionals to provide care for those in need.
Employers:

WHAT PEOPLE ARE SAYING
ABOUT LPCA of GA
Congrats, LPCA of GA has a 5 star rating on Google!

We make it easy to hire the
right people the first time!
Job Seekers: Our job is to make your job
search easier!
www.wyrstaffing.com
info@wyrstaffing.com

404-836-3905
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CERTIFIED PC SUPERVISORS
SEXUAL AND PORNOGRAPHY ADDICTION SUPERVISION. Seeking
individuals who are interested in working with individuals struggling with sexual
and pornography addiction and working toward their LPC licensure. Offered by Eddie
Capparucci, LPC, CSAS, CPCS in our East Cobb, Marietta office. For more
information call 404-788-0002 or edcappa@gmail.com. Check out our website at
www.abundantlifecounselingga.com.
ONLINE AND IN-PERSON CLINICAL SUPERVISION FOR LPCs/APCs.
I am an LPC and CE provider with 20 years of experience in counseling, working
with several populations (children and adolescents, adults, LGBTQ, military, couples)
with diverse mental health needs. I utilize a person-centered approach integrated
with developmental models. I am located in Gwinnett county and also provide online
supervision for individuals who prefer/need that method. Contact Lynell Howard,
PhD, LPC, CPCS, NCC, at Lynell.Howard@HowardHarrisAssociates.com
or 678-775-8620 or to discuss individual/group supervision packages. Visit
www.HowardHarrisAssociates.com.
LICENSURE SUPERVISION AND ETHICS CONSULTATION WITH ADVANCED
THERAPISTS. Former Composite Board President who processed over 7,000 LPC
applications and 200 Complaints. Learn in a supportive environment that allows you
to take risk, make mistakes and fully develop as a therapist. Eric Groh, LPC, CPCS,
404-985-6785, www.concentrateonyou.net.
CLINICAL SUPERVISION FOR LICENSURE in the Augusta area. Free initial 30
minutes consultation (via in person or by phone) with Debbie Walker, LPC, CPCS.
Individual and group supervision based on Solution-Focused Supervision for qualified
licensure candidates. Contact Debbie Walker and Associates, LLC, to schedule
your free consultation at debwalkerandassociates@gmail.com or 706-832-7960.
CLINICAL SUPERVISION. Amy S. Robbins, LPC, RPT-S, CPCS, has been
supervising since 2003. She offers clinical supervision in her Atlanta office (located
in Kirkwood). Supervision groups are offered on a monthly basis. Individual and triad
supervision is also offered. If you are interested in individual or group supervision or
consultation towards your LPC and/or RPT credential, feel free to contact Amy at
706-406-3404, amyrobbinslpc@gmail.com, www.amyrobbinscounseling.com.
SUPERVISION AND BUSINESS CONSULTATION. Free initial consult. Jack L.
Abernathy, NCC, CCMHC, LPC, CPCS, Founder/Director Institute for Health, Hope,
and Success, Inc., 900 Circle 75 Pkwy. SE, Ste. 1435, Atlanta, GA 30339, and 2430
Glenwood Dr. NE, Atlanta, GA 30305. Video conferencing available for supervision,
and business consultation. Contact: jack@ihhsi.com, 404-895-0990 ext. 1.
OFFERING INTEGRATED SUPERVISION. “It is my pleasure to assist therapists
wishing to know their deeper selves and in so doing, become better therapists.”
Specialization in countertransference issues. Pam Chubbuck, PhD, LPC,
770-388-0086, Info@VitallyAlive.com.
CLINICAL SUPERVISION for qualified licensure candidates or experienced
therapists seeking support and professional development. Orientation is ExistentialInterpersonal, focusing on growth and sense of self within the therapeutic relationship.
Don Durkee, EdS, LPC, CPCS, NCC, has experience with in-patient, partialhospitalization, and private practice settings. He has spoken at state and national
conferences, and he has taught at two universities. Individual sessions are available
at Rome, GA office. Phone and online consultation also available. For information
call 404-735-4945 or lpcdurkee@mindspring.
CLINICAL SUPERVISION FOR INDIVIDUALS WORKING TOWARD LPC
LICENSURE or consultation for experienced counselors. I am a counselor and
counselor educator with over 20 years of experience in various mental health settings
and with various populations (children, teens, adults, couples, groups). I work from a
developmental model to meet each individual where he/she is and to identify specific
needs. I am also pretty good at sorting through the laborious paperwork and
challenges associated with the licensure process! Convenient Roswell location.
Contact Mary Kate Reese, PhD, LPC, NCC, CPCS, at 404-641-0548 or
mkreese@argosy.edu.
INDIVIDUAL AND GROUP SUPERVISION for those seeking MFT or PC Licensure,
and/or Play Therapy Registration or Certification. Trudy Post Sprunk, LMFT&S,
LPC&CPCS, RPT&S, CPT&S, and AAMFT, approved supervisor. 770-491-7423.
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SUPERVISION TOWARD LPC LICENSURE—experience with diverse populations
including teens, adults, family and couples counseling; gay/lesbian and multicultural
issues. Supervision style is Interpersonal Process Recall. Ruby Blow, MA, LPC, NCC,
www.DevelopmentCounts.com, 404-642-3738, Ruby@DevelopmentCounts.com.
SUPERVISION FOR LICENSURE OFFERED IN CARROLLTON. West Georgia
area as well as Marietta. Individual and group, using a developmental model.
Experience with diverse populations and affordable rates. Contact Curt Morrison,
770-262-6376, cm4698@gmail.com.
CLINICAL SUPERVISION FOR LPC OFFERED IN COLUMBUS, GA AREA.
Supervisor is experienced in clinical mental health services. Individual and group
using a developmental model. Member of the LPCA Registry of Professional
Counselor Supervisors. Contact Vivian Jones, LPC, NCC, CCMHC, CPCS,
706-718-7076, rainbowofcare@gmail.com.
INDIVIDUAL AND GROUP SUPERVISION OFFERED IN VALDOSTA, GA,
through small group and individual sessions. I practice from a systemic perspective
which includes collaborative, postmodern, and narrative therapy approaches. Contact
Dr. A.J. Ramirez, EdD, LPC, NCC, CPCS, at leaftherapyservices@gmail.com,
or 229-834-5986.
CLINICAL SUPERVISION OPENINGS: I offer individual supervision hours and
workshops across five disciplines: Professional Counseling, Marriage and Family
Therapy, Play Therapy, Supervision, and Addictions Counseling carrying GAMFT,
ADACB-GA, GACA, LPCA, APT, and NBCC provider numbers. With 25 years of
experience in private practice and school settings, I can promise time for clinical
staffing and a variety of effective, experiential, integrative interventions. Join me for
an informative approach to counseling, training, and supervision. Shannon M. Eller,
LPC, LMFT, CPCS, AAMFT-Approved Supervisor, RPT-S, CAADC, CCS,
770-468-7424, shannoneller@brighter-tomorrows.com, www.brightertomorrows.com, www.btcinstitute.org.
COLLABORATIVE FEMINIST SUPERVISION offered by Brandy Smith, EdS, LPC,
NCC, CPCS, in Decatur. Individual or Dyadic supervision of APCs who seek to
recognize the impact of race, gender, sexuality, and more on clients of all genders.
Attention also given to how these factors affect their own practice of counseling.
AvantiCounselingServices.com, 770-490-0288.
BUCKHEAD INDIVIDUAL AND GROUP SUPERVISION for those pursuing MFT or
PC licensure. Multicultural and systemic emphasis. Groups meet 1–2 x per month.
Individual supervision by appointment. Reasonable rates. Simone Cox, LMFT, LPC,
CPCS, AAMFT, Approved Supervisor at releasecounseling@gmail.com
or 770-510-6945.
TELE-SUPERVISION. Timothy Hutchinson, PhD, LPC, MAC, CPCS, is now
offering supervision via tele-supervision or face-to-face. Located in Baxley, GA. Pricing
varies on circumstance. For more information, please direct correspondence to
southerncounselingservices@gmail.com.

OFFICE SPACE FOR RENT
ALPHARETTA. Part time furnished office space available for licensed professionals.
Located just south of the center of Alpharetta. Opportunity for referrals to build or
expand a practice. Rooms are 11' x 11.6' and 11' x 14'. Monthly consultation group
available. Handicap accessible, waiting area and kitchenette. Rent includes utilities,
fax, copier, phone, confidential voicemail, WIFI, and credit card terminal. Contact
Carol DiFabio, LPC, 770-240-8363 or cdifab@aol.com for additional information.
AUGUSTA. Part time or full time nicely furnished office space available for
licensed professionals. All utilities and internet included. Ample parking in rear.
Access to waiting room, conference room, and kitchenette. Contact Fayette
McDonald at fesmcdonald@yahoo.com, 706-833-4469 or Wanda Sanders at
serenity354@gmail.com, 706-399-2628.
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